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Abstract 
We present a general method of constructing extremally disconnected topologies, by 
which we get countably compact, homogeneous, extremally disconnected Tychonoff spaces 
of any cardinality K with KW = K, and two such spaces whose product is not countably 
compact. 
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Introduction 
We present a new general method of constructing extremally disconnected 
topologies. A space is called extremally disconnected (abbreviated ED) if the 
closure of every open set is again open. A space X is homogeneous if for every pair 
of points x, y in X there exists an autohomeomorphism of X which moves x to y. 
By our method we can answer the following questions of Comfort and van Mill [S] 
in the affirmative (see Theorems 2.9 and 4.1). 
(1) Is there a homogeneous, ED, countably compact, Tychonoff space whose 
size is bigger than the cardinality of the continuum c? 
(2) Are there homogeneous, ED, countably compact, Tychonoff spaces Y, Z 
such that Y X Z is not countably compact? 
As background for these questions one should recall the famous result of Frolik 
[ill that homogeneous, ED, compact Hausdorff spaces do not exist. In [S] 
Comfort and van Mill constructed such a space X as in (1) but I X I = c. Also they 
constructed the spaces Y and Z in (2) with the help of Martin’s axiom. Our 
examples do not need any additional axioms beyond ZFC. Moreover, we can 
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construct spaces as in (1) of cardinality K for every cardinal K such that K@ = K (See 
Theorem 3.2). 
For a Tychonoff space X the Stone-tech compactification of X is denoted by 
pX, and its remainder pX\X by X *. Let w be the countable discrete space. pw 
is identified with the space of all ultrafilters over w, and its remainder w* is the 
space of all free ultrafilters over w. Recall that the topology on @LI is generated by 
the clopen (= closed and open) sets of the form clp,,,B where B 5. o. So @J is a 
O-dimensional, compact Hausdorff space of weight c and of size 2’. Note that pw 
is ED, but w* is not. For a Tychonoff space X we consider the following 
topological property: 
(Pl) “Every countably infinite, discrete subset has compact closure homeomor- 
phic with pw.” 
Observe that this is equivalent to saying that every countable discrete subset is 
included in a copy of /?w. Recall that a subset A in X is C*-embedded in X if 
every continuous, bounded function on A is extendable over X. For a compact 
Hausdorff space the property (Pl) means that every countable discrete subset is 
C*-embedded. A Tychonoff space is called an F-space if every cozero set is 
C *-embedded. For elementary properties of F-spaces and ED spaces see the book 
of Gillman and Jerison [13]. An ED Tychonoff space is an F-space, and every 
countable subset in an F-space is C*-embedded. Note that the property (Pl) is 
closed hereditary. Therefore the class of spaces with (Pl) includes all compact 
F-spaces (and in particular all compact Hausdorff ED spaces) and their closed 
subspaces. For example, every closed subset of /?w has (Pl). 
Fact 0.1 [13,1H,6M] The following statements are equivalent for a Tychonoff space X. 
(1) Xis ED. 
(2) Every dense subset is ED. 
(3) Every open subset is ED. 
(4) Every dense subset is C*-embedded. 
(5) Every open subset is C*-embedded. 
Fact 0.2 [20]. A separable Tychonoff space is ED iff it is embeddable into PO. 
We use the following notation. The pair (X, T) means a topological space X 
with the topology 7. The collection of all countably infinite, discrete subsets in 
(X,7) is denoted by 9(X, T), or simply g(X) if T is clear. If Y LX, we make a 
convention that (Y, T) is a shorthand for (Y, r I Y), and consequently g(Y, 7) is 
9(Y, 7 ] Y). Y = Z means Y is homeomorphic with Z. 
1. The new topologies 
The following refinement of topology was first introduced in [5] for the space 
w* = pw \w in order to study topological partition relations in w *. We generalize 
this method to the class of spaces with (Pl). Though the new topology was just 
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subsidiary in [5], it plays the central role here. From now on we make a convention 
that throughout this paper (X, r) denotes an infinite Tychonoff space with the 
property (Pl). We will modify its topology 7. Choose an arbitrary free ultrafilter 
p E w*. We fix this p throughout this paper except in Section 4. For A EB(X, T) we 
denote by A[ p] the set of all p-limits made from A; precisely, x E A[p] iff there 
exists a bijection f : w = A such that p f (p) = x. Here p f is the Stone extension of 
f, and so it is a homeomorphism from pw onto PA = cl,A. Note that A[p] LA” 
= cl,A \A, and since the number of bijections from w onto A is c, we have that 
)A[ p] 1 = c < 2’ = 1 A* 1. Declare that a subset U of X is p-open if for every x E U 
and every A E_NX, T) the condition x ~A[pl implies x E (A I? U)[ p]. Here we 
set a convention that C[ pl is an empty set if C is a finite set, and so the condition 
“x E (A n U)[ p]” contains the assertion that A f? U is infinite. We show that the 
collection of all p-open sets defines a new topology on X, which we denote TV. For 
this purpose we need only check that the intersection of two p-open sets is again 
p-open, which follows from the following lemma. Since we assume that (X, T) has 
(Pl), for every A ELHX, T) we identify PA with cl,A, and A* with cl,A\A. 
The notation @ means the topological sum. 
Lemma 1.1. The equality A[p] n B[ pl = (A n B)[pl holds for euery A, B EB(X, 7). 
Proof. Note in general that if C EB(X, 7) is partitioned as C = C, @ C,, then 
C * = C,* @ C:, hence C[pl is also partitioned C[p] = C,[pl @ CJp]. We need to 
show the inclusion A[ p] n B[ p] c (A n B)[ p]. Let x E A[ p] n B[ p]. Since 
A[PI= (A nB)[pl @(A nB*)[pl@ (~PB)[PI, 
either 
x E (A nB)[pl or xE(AnB*)[p] or x~(A\pB)[p]. 
We need to show that the last two cases do not happen. The second case 
contradicts the fact that x E B[ p], because Frolik [12] proved that no embedding 
of pw into w* has fixed points. So let us consider the last case. Then, by the 
symmetry of A and B we can assume that K E (A\PB)[pl n (B\PA)[p]. But 
this does not happen because the fact (A\PB) u (B\PA) EB(X, T) and the 
property (Pl) that every member of g(X, 7) is C*-embedded in X imply that 
(A\pB)[p] is disjoint from (B\pA)[p]. q 
Let us call this topology rp the p-open topology or the p-open modification of r. 
The next lemma gives a characterization of rp with respect to “closed sets”. 
Lemma 1.2. A subset F of X is closed w.r.t. rP iff for every A EB(X, T) the 
condition A G F implies A[p] 5 F. 
Proof. Let F GX and put U = X\ F. By the definition of rp, U E 7P iff U (7 (A[pl) 
L (UnA)[p] for every A ES(X, T). Hence X\F E 7P iff A[pI\F ~(A\Fj[pl, 
that is A[p] c(A\F)[pl U F for every A EL~(X, 7). This last inclusion is the 
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same as (A I? F)[p] G F since Alp] = (A\F)[pl @ (A f~ F)[p]. Thus X\F E rP 
iff for every A E~(X, r), (A n F)[pl G F iff for every A =9(X, 7) the condition 
A GF implies A[p]cF. •I 
Note that in general 9(X, T) differs from .9(X, rp); so we cannot replace 
9(X, T) by 9(X, TJ in the above lemma. For any subset U of X denote by Up 
the union of U and all p-limits made from the inside of U, that is 
up= uu U{A[p]: A E_qU, T)}. 
Suppose x =A[p], A E.NU, T) and x l B[pl, B E_?&X, 7); then by Lemma 1.1 
we have x l A[p] nB[p] = (A nB)[pl. This fact proves 
Corollary 1.3. If U is p-open, then Up is also p-open. 
Define inductively U,, = U, . . . , UP+, = U)j’, . . . , U, = U a < ,U, if a! is limit, and 
put p-cl U = U{U,: (Y < wl}. Lemma 1.2 shows that p-cl U is closed w.r.t. TV. So, 
p-cl U is just the closure of U w.r.t. rp. Let us call this the p-closure of U. Taking 
account of Corollary 1.3, we can conclude 
Theorem 1.4. Zf U is p-open, then p-cl U is also p-open. Hence (X, rP) is ED. 
Since (X, r) has the property (Pl), we have 
Theorem 1.5. (X, TV) is countably compact. 
Proof. Let A EB(X, rJ. Note that A need not be discrete w.r.t. 7. But, since T is 
Hausdorff, we can find B =9(X, r) with B CA. Hence p-cl A \A contains a 
nonempty set B[pl. 0 
It is obvious that T c TV. Since T is Hausdorff (Tychonoff), rp is also Hausdorff. 
But note that TV is locally countable (which we will show later) and that p-cl U is 
of size > c whenever U is infinite. Therefore unfortunately rp is not regular. To 
overcome this defect we next define a“clopen” modification of a topology. 
Let (Y, a> be an arbitrary topological space with the topology u, and denote by 
co(a) the collection of all clopen sets in U, that is U E co(a) iff U E (+ and 
Y\ U E u. Let a0 be the topology generated by the base co(a). We call this (+O the 
clopen modification of u. (Y, a> is called a D,-space if for every pair of distinct 
points x, y in Y there exists U E co(a) such that x E U and y $5 U (cf. 1181). 
Lemma 1.6. (Y, a’) is Hausdorffiff (Y,a) is a D,-space. 
Lemma 1.7. co(u’) = co(u). Consequently, (Y, a’) is O-dimensional in the sense that 
for every y E Y and every U E u” with y E U there exists V E co(u’) such that 
YEVCU. 
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Proof. Since (+O c V, it is obvious that co(a’> 5 co(a). To show the converse 
inclusion, let U E co(a). Then U E CO(C) and Y\ U E CO(V). Since co(a) c a’, we 
have U E (TO and Y\ U E a’; that is U E CO(V’>. 0 
Let us use the notation “a-cl” to denote the closure w.r.t. the topology (+. 
Lemma 1.8. For every subset E of Y, a-cl E is closed w.r.t. a0 ijf a-cl E = a’-cl E. 
Proof. We need to show the “only if’ part. Suppose a-cl E is closed w.r.t. co. 
Then, by the minimality of the u”-closure, we have a’-cl E L a-cl E. The converse 
inclusion a-cl E L a’-cl E is clear since u is finer than 0’. 0 
From Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8 we get 
Theorem 1.9. If (Y, a) is ED, then a’-cl U = u-cl U for every U E u. Consequently, 
(Y, a’> is also ED. 
Proof. Suppose u is ED and let U E u. Then u-cl U E co(u) = co(u’> by Lemma 
1.7. In particular u-cl U is closed w.r.t. u ‘. Hence our theorem follows from 
Lemma 1.8. 0 
The next lemma is easy; just note that co(u) is a base of u”. 
Lemma 1.10. Suppose u is ED and 9 is a base of u. Then {u-cl V: V ES?] is a base 
of u”. 
Lemma 1.11. Suppose (Y, a) is ED and U E u. If the subspace (U, a) is regular, 
then u” coincides with u on U. 
Proof. Since u is finer than u”, we need to show that u c u” on U. Let V be an 
arbitrary member of u such that V C_ U. As U itself belongs to u, it suffices to 
show V is an intersection of U and some member of (+O. Take an arbitrary point x 
of V. Since (U, a> is regular and U E CT, there exists WE u such that x E W L (a- 
cl W) f~ U G V. Since u is ED, u-cl W belongs to co(u) c_ u”. As x is arbitrary, we 
complete the proof. 0 
We now apply the above theory to our ED, Hausdorff space (Y, a) = (X, rP). 
Note that an ED, Hausdorff space is a D,-space. By Theorems 1.4, 1.5 and 
Lemmas 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 the resultant clopen modification (X, 7,“) becomes a 
Tychonoff space with similar properties as the original (X, ~~1: 
Theorem 1.12. (X, r,“) is a O-dimensional Hausdorff (hence Tychonoff 1, countably 
compact, ED space. 
This theorem supplies a lot of examples of countably compact ED Tychonoff 
spaces. For example, in case (X, T) = w* the space (w*, T,“) is such an ED space 
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even though o* itself is not ED. In the next section we study open bases of TV and 
rj, by which we can search for “homogeneous” ED spaces. We name the topology 
7; the p-clopen topology or the p-clopen modification of 7. 
2. Homogeneous ED spaces 
Consider (X, T) as in Section 1, that is, an infinite Tychonoff space with (PD. 
Put Ac(p, X) = U{A[pl: A EB(X, 7)) and Inac(p, X) =X\Ac(p, X). Here 
“AC” stands for “accessible” by p, while “Inac” for “inaccessible” by p. Note that 
all weak P-points belong to Inac (p, X). (Recall that a weak P-point is a point 
which is not a limit point of any countable set; cf [16,19].) Let (wcw, G) denote the 
tree of all finite sequences in w with the tree order of inclusion. Let x EX, and let 
S be a subset of X including x. Then, a p-satellite structure at x in (X, 7) is a 
quadruple (S, x, p, +), where 4 : T + S x T is a function on some subtree T of 
(WC0 , c), satisfying the following four conditions: 
For s E T, put 4(s) = (x5, U,); then: 
(1) s = (x s: s E T} and x0 =x where ( > is the empty sequence in T. 
(2) x, E U, for every s f T; cl U, f~ cl U, = @ if s is incompatible with t; cl U, G U, 
and x, E U,\cl U, if t is a proper extension of s. (“cl” is the closure in (X, T).) 
(3) If x, E Ac(p, X), then s^n E T for infinitely many n E w and x, l B,[pl 
where B, = ix,., : s-n E T). 
(4) If x, E Inac(p, X), then s is the maximal node in T. 
If a subset S possesses a p-satellite structure as above, we call S a p-satellite set 
of x in (X, T). We generally denote a p-satellite set by x(x, p), or more precisely 
x(x, p, c#J>, where “Z” stands for “satellite”. By definition, every 2(x, p) is 
labeled as x(x, p) = (xS : s E T) by some tree T cwCo. Observe that by Lemma 
1.1 every p-satellite set belongs to TV, and that for every point x EX and every 
U E T,, with x E U one can find a p-satellite set .%x, p) such that x E 2(x, p) c U. 
Hence we can conclude that the collection of all p-satellite sets forms an open 
base for TV. By Lemma 1.10 the collection of all the p-closures of p-satellite sets 
forms a clopen base for T:. Note that in case x E Inac(p, X> the singleton lx) is 
the only p-satellite set of x. So, Inac(p, X> is open and discrete in (X, TV) and 
(X, T,"). Let us call a p-satellite set x(x, p) = (x,: s E T) branching if the tree T 
branches at every node infinitely often, that is, s ^n E T for infinitely many n E w 
for every s E T. This is equivalent to saying that the above case (4) never happens, 
or that 2(x, p) c Ac( p, X). To identify the structure of branching p-satellite sets, 
we consider the following topology u(p) on &a defined by: A subset U of w <w 
belongs to a(p) iff for every s E U the set (n E w : s-n E U) belongs to the 
ultrafilter p. We denote this space (wcw, a(p)) by Seq(p). It is proved in [lo] that 
Seq(p) is a O-dimensional Hausdorff, ED space. 
Lemma 2.1. Seq( p) is a countable, dense-in-itself, O-dimensional, Hausdorff, homo- 
geneous, ED space. 
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Proof. It remains to show that Seq(p) is homogeneous (this fact is pointed out, 
without proof, in the preprint [171). For every s E o CO consider the mapping 
h ,:6_l <w+w<o such that h,(t) = sA t. This h, is clearly a homeomorphism of 
Seq(p) onto the clopen subspace (sA t : t E o <w) such that h, (( )I = s. So, for any 
two points s and s’ of Seq(p) the map h,, 0 h;’ exhibits a homeomorphism from a 
clopen neighborhood of s to a clopen neighborhood of s’. Hence the next easy but 
useful criterion for homogeneity shows that Seq(p) is homogeneous. q 
Homogeneity Lemma 2.2 (cf. 1181). Let(Y, a> be an arbitrary O-dimensional Haus- 
dorff space. Then (Y, a) is homogeneous iff for any two points x, y E Y there exists a 
homeomolphism h from some neighborhood U E co(a) of x onto some neighborhood 
I/E co(a) of y such that h(x) =y. 
This lemma is useful because it does not require that U and I/ be disjoint. 
Lemma 2.3. Let C(x, p) be an arbitrary brunchingp-satellite set. Then (x(x, p), TJ 
is homeomorphic with Seq(p). Consequently 7: = rP on x(x, p). 
Proof. Let 2(x, p) = (x,: s E T]. Since the relation “x E B[ pl” does not depend 
on the enumeration of B, we can assume that T = wiO. For every s E w Cm let B, 
be as in (3) of the above definition of p-satellite set. The condition x, E B,[ p] 
implies that there exists a bijection f, : w = B, such that @f,(p) =x,. Define 
f:wiW --f 2(x, p> by induction: f(( )) = x; if f(s) =x,, then f(s^n) =f,(n> for 
n E w. This f is a homeomorphism from Seq(p) to G(nc, p), TV). The last assertion 
in the Lemma 2.3 follows from Lemma 1.11 since Seq(p) is regular. q 
Though we have defined “branching” p-satellite sets, it is not yet clear if they 
exist. We will next show that they exist abundantly in our space (X, 7). 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose a subset S of X is C”-embedded in (X, T) and that (S, r) = 
Seq(p). Then, for every point x of S, S can be seen us a branching p-satellite set of x 
in (X, 7). 
Proof. Let h : (S, T) = Seq(p) be a homeomorphism and denote h-l(s) by x,. Let 
x be an arbitrary point of S. Since Seq(p) is homogeneous, we can assume that 
X ( ) =x. Then we show that S = {x,: s E w <,) becomes a branching p-satellite set 
of x. Since this is obviously “branching”, it remains to show that there exists an 
open collection {U,: s E w < “} as in (2) of the definition of p-satellite set. Put 
K={sAt: tEwcW] for sEw<~, and let u be the usual metric topology on w < w 
generated by the clopen base {V,: s E w <‘9. Let Z denote the unit interval and 
consider the Hilbert cube I”. Define an embedding g : (w <“‘, a) + I” by: 
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for s Ew<~ and i E w. By inflating g[V,] a bit, take open sets W, (s E w<O) in I” 
in such a way that: g(s) E W,; cl W, n cl W, = fl if s is incompatible with t; 
cl W, c W, and g(s) E W,\cl W, if t is a proper extension of s. Let 4 be the 
composition of maps 
(S, r) hSeq(p) = (w<O, a(p))z(w’“, a) sZI”. 
Since S is C* -embedded in X, we can extend 4 to @ :(X, r) + I”. Put U, = 
@- '(W,). Then the open collection {U,: s E w <,} satisfies (2) in the definition of 
p-satellite set. 0 
Lemma 2.5. (X, T) contains at least 2’ many disjoint branching p-satellite sets. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 it suffices to show that (X, 7) contains 2’ many disjoint 
copies of /?(Seq(p>). Since our space (X, 7) with the property (Pl) contains a copy 
of @J, we need only consider the case X = PO. Since P(Seq(p>> is a separable ED 
space, by Fact 0.2 it is embeddable into pw. So, to complete the proof, it suffices 
to note that pw contains 2’ many disjoint copies of pw: Just identify pw with 
p(w x @I), and consider cl(w x {x}) = PO where x E pw. 0 
Now put E,(p, X> =p-cl(Inac(p, X>> and E(p, X) =X\ E,(p, X> c 
Ac(p, X). Since Inac(p, X) is an open subset in the ED space (X, rp), both 
E&p, X) and E(p, X) are clopen w.r.t. rp. In other words, (X, TV) = E,(p, X) @ 
E(p, X). Since every p-satellite set x(x, p) is open w.r.t. TV, the condition that 
z(x, p) is branching is equivalent to x(x, p) c E(p, Xl. Hence Lemma 2.5 asserts 
that E(p, X) w.r.t. rp (as well as r,“) contains at least 2’ many disjoint clopen sets. 
As we are aiming for a homogeneous pace, let us focus on the space (E(p, Xl, T,“). 
Lemma 2.3 asserts that the nonregular space (E(p, Xl, TJ is “locally” homoge- 
neous in the sense that every point has an open neighborhood homeomorphic to 
Seq(p). But how about E(p, X> w.r.t. rP . ‘7 As the p-closure p-cl(&, p>) depends 
on .9(X, r) and the space (X, 7) is generally not homogeneous, we believe 
E(p, X) with 7: is generally not homogeneous. (Though it is preferable if 
E(p, X) with 7; is homogeneous, we could not prove this even in the special case 
X = w *.) To get around this difficulty, we consider its Stone-Tech compactifica- 
tion P(E(p, X), 7,“). Suppose in general that Y is a subspace of a topological 
space 2, and let us denote by H(Z) the set of all autohomeomorphisms of Z. We 
say that Y is homogeneous in Z if for every pair of points yl, y2 in Y there exists 
h EH(Z) such that h(y,) =y2. 
Theorem 2.6. (E(p, Xl, $1 is homogeneous in P(E(p, Xl, T,“). 
Proof. For simplicity let us put E = (E(p, Xl, T,“) and denote by “Cl” the closure 
in PE. Let S =2(x, p) be an arbitrary branching p-satellite set. Since p-cl S is 
clopen in E, Cl S = Cl(p-cl S) is also clopen in DE. As /3E is ED, so is its clopen 
subset Cl S. Hence the dense subset S of Cl S is C*-embedded in Cl S; so we will 
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identify Cl S with PS. Let h : (S, 7,“) = Seq(p) be a homeomorphism such that 
h(x) = ( >. Then we can consider its Stone extension ph : Cl S = P(Seq(p)). 
Therefore, for any distinct points xi, x2 in E and any disjoint branching p-satel- 
lite sets J%x,, p>, J%x,, p), we can find a homeomorphism g :Cl 2(x,, p) = 
Cl ,%x2, p) such that g(x,> =x2 via /?(Seq(p)). It is easy to extend this g to an 
autohomeomorphism of PE. 0 
Now we will enlarge (E(p, XI, T,“) to get a homogeneous pace. We use some 
notions in the theory of dynamical system [ll. Let Z be an arbitrary Tychonoff 
space, and let H(Z) denote as before the group of all autohomeomorphisms of Z 
with the composition as a group operation. Let G be a subgroup of H(Z). Then 
we can consider the transformation group or the dynamical system (Z, G, 7) such 
that G has the discrete topology and r : G x Z + Z is the “action” r(g, z) = g(z). 
For a point z of Z we put O(z; G) = {g(z): 9 E G} and we call this subspace an 
orbit of z by G. Observe that every orbit is homogeneous because G is a group. 
Suppose further that Z is homogeneous in PZ. Then the orbit O(z; H(PZ)) for 
any z E Z is identical with O(Z; H(PZ)) = U(O(z; H@Z)): z E Z). So, let us 
abbreviate this orbit by O(Z). It is then clear that Z & O(Z) c@Z and O(Z) is 
homogeneous. Moreover, O(Z) is a “maximal” homogeneous subspace in the 
sense that every homogeneous ubset Y lying between Z and pZ is included in 
O(Z). Indeed, let Y be such a homogeneous pace. Then, since pZ is identical 
with /?Y, Y is homogeneous in PZ; consequently, Y c O(Z). Thus we get the 
following characterization of O(Z). 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose a Tychonoff space Z is homogeneous in /3Z. Then the orbit 0 
(Z) is characterized by the following properties: 
(1) Z c O(Z) c /3Z and O(Z) is homogeneous; 
(2) every homogeneous subspace between Z and pZ is included in O(Z). 
Note in general that if a Tychonoff space Z itself is homogeneous, then Z is 
homogeneous in /3Z. Therefore Lemma 2.7 shows that every homogeneous Ty- 
chonoff space Z can be enlarged to a homogeneous pace O(Z). The following is 
essentially proved in 2.1 of [8]. 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that Z is an ED Tychonoff space which is homogeneous in PZ, 
and that Z contains a nonclosed, countable discrete subset. Then O(Z) is countably 
compact. 
Proof. By our assumption Z contains a countable discrete subset (z,: n E WI with a 
cluster point z, E Z. Take an arbitrary countable discrete subset A = {a,: n E o} 
in O(Z). We will show that A has a cluster point in O(Z). If z, were a cluster 
point of A, we have nothing to prove. So, by discarding some of the z, if 
necessary, we can assume that A is completely separated from {z,: n E w) u (zJ. 
By the definition of O(Z), for each n there exists a homeomorphism of /3Z that 
moves z, to a,. Hence we can find disjoint clopen sets U,, V, (n E w) in PZ such 
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that z, E U,, a, E V,, and homeomorphisms h,: U, = V, such that h,(z,) = a,,. 
Put u= u nEJ% v= u nEWVn and h = U nGohn: U = V. Since p.Z is ED, each 
of its open subsets is C*-embedded in PZ. Therefore Cl U, Cl V are identified 
with PU, /3V respectively (“Cl” denotes the closure in PZ). Hence we can extend 
h to ph : Cl U = Cl V. As Cl U, Cl V are disjoint clopen sets in pZ, ph can easily 
be extended to an autohomeomorphism g of /?Z. Now g(z,) E O(Z), and g(z,) is 
a cluster point of A. 0 
Applying Theorem 2.6 and Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 to our countably compact ED 
Tychonoff space (E(p, X), $), we get the following theorem. Recall that a space 
is ED if it contains a dense C*-embedded ED subspace. In what follows, for 
simplicity we write E = (E(p, X), T,“). 
Theorem 2.9. O(E) is a countably compact, homogeneous, ED Tychonoff space 
such that E c O(E) L /3E. 
Since the cardinality of E is at least 2’ by the remark after Lemma 2.5, the 
above space O(E) gives an affirmative answer to the Comfort-van Mill question 
(1) in the Introduction. Now we discuss the structure of O(E). 
Theorem 2.10. O(E) = O(K X Seq(p)) f or some cardinal K > 2’ with the discrete 
topology. Consequently, every point of O(E) has a clopen neighborhood homeomor- 
phic with O(Seq(p)). 
Proof. In E = (E(p, X), r,“) take a maximal disjoint collection (S,: (Y < K} of 
branching p-satellite sets (K 2 2’ by the remark after Lemma 2.5), and let D be its 
union. Obviously D = K x Seq(p). Since D is homogeneous, and hence homoge- 
neous in /?D, we can consider O(D). So we just need to show that O(D) = O(E). 
Since E is ED, its dense subset D is C*-embedded in E; hence we can identify 
pD with /3E. Take any point x ED. Then O(D) = 0(x; H(/?D)) and O(E) = 0(x; 
H@E)). Therefore pD = PE implies O(D) = O(E). The last half of Theorem 
2.10 follows from the fact that O(U) = O(K X Seq(p)) I? /3U for every clopen 
subset U of K X Seq(p) where j3U is identified with the closure of U in P(K X 
Seq(p)>. 0 
Corollary 2.11. For every cardinal K 2 1, O(K X Seq(p)) is a countably compact, 
homogeneous, ED Tychonoff space. In particular O(Seq(p)) is such a space. 
Proof. Let K z 1 be an arbitrary cardinal with the discrete topology. When K is 
finite, K X Seq(p) = Seq(p) = o X Seq(p). So we can assume that K is infinite. 
Consider the particular O(E) = 0( E(p, X), r,“) where (X, 7) is PK. Then, by the 
proof of Theorem 2.10, O(E) = O(h x Seq(p)) where h = exp(exp K). This is 
because PK contains just A many disjoint copies of /3~, and hence it contains a 
maximal disjoint collection of A many branching p-satellite sets. Since K < A, the 
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space O(K X Seq(p)) is a clopen subset of O(h X Seq(p)) = O(E). Therefore 
Theorem 2.9 implies the corollary. 0 
Though the definition of the orbit O(Z) is simple, its structure is generally not 
easy to see because the structure of H@Z) is not always clear. For example, we 
don’t know the exact size of O(Seq(p)), except for some special p (see Remark 
2.14). What we can prove is 
Lemma 2.12. (1) c G I O(Seq(p))I < 2’. 
(2) For euery cardinal K, O(K X Seq(p)) = O(K X O(Seq(p))) and K. c < 
1 O(K x Seq(p)) 1 < KW ’ 2’. 
Proof. For simplicity, put S = Seq(p). 
(1) The cardinal of O(S) is obviously at most 2’ because IpS I = 2’. It is 
proved in 3.1 of [S] that any infinite, countably compact Tychonoff space has 
cardinality at least c if some countable discrete subset of it is C*-embedded. 
Hence Corollary 2.11 implies that I O(S) I > c. 
(2) Note that K X s c K X O(S) G K X ps c p(K X s), where ps is identified 
with Cl S. (In this proof, “Cl” means the closure in P(K X S).) Since K X O(S) is 
homogeneous, the maximality of the orbit space in Lemma 2.8 implies that 
O(K X S) = O(K X O(S)). Hence I O(K X S) I a I K X O(S) I > K X c. Let 0 denote 
a subset of P(K X S) which is the union of all Cl B where B is an arbitrary 
countable subset of K X S. To show I O(K X S) I G KO. 2’ it suffices to prove that 
O(K X S) ri2. Since K X S is locally separable, the homogeneity of O(K X S> 
implies that O(K x 5’) is also locally separable. Therefore, for any point x of 
O(K X S) we can find a clopen neighborhood U of x in p(K X S> such that U is 
separable. Since K X /3s is open, dense in P(K X S), we have that U = Cl(U n (K X 
ps>>, and U f7 (K X ps> is separable. As K X ps is a topological sum of copies of 
PS, the separability of U n (K X ps) implies that U n (K X pS) CA X pS for some 
countable set A in K. Therefore U c Cl(A X PS) = Cl(A X S) c 0. Thus we have 
shown O(K X S) ~0. 0 
Note that by Lemma 2.5 we can find in pw a maximal disjoint collection of 2’ 
many branching p-satellite sets. Therefore Theorem 2.10 (see its proof) and 
Lemma 2.12(2) imply 
Corollary 2.13. For the particular E = (E(p, X), T,“) where (X, r) is pw, the orbit 
space O(E) = O(2’ x Seq(p)) has the cardinality 2’. 
Thus, we have succeeded in constructing a countably compact, homogeneous, 
ED Tychonoff space of cardinality 2’. Moreover, by Corollary 2.11 and Lemma 
2.12(2), for every cardinal K a 2’ with KO = K, the orbit space O(K X Seq(p)) is 
such a space of cardinality K. What if c G K < 2’? The case K = c is the construc- 
tion of 3.2 in [81. Next we will generally show that such a space exists for every 
cardinal K such that K”’ = K, using the notion of “Elementary submodel”. It should 
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be noted that the proof of 3.2 in [Sl can be greatly simplified if one uses an 
elementary submodel (see Remark 3.5). 
Remark 2.14. In case p is a weak P-point of w*, we have I O(Seq(p)) 1 = 
1 H(P(Seq(p))) I = c. Indeed, it is actually shown in the proof of Theorem 2 in [lo] 
that, in case p is a weak P-point of o*, every autohomeomorphism of P(Seq(p)) 
is induced from some homeomorphism h : U = V such that U and I/ are both open 
and dense subsets of Seq(p). Therefore, since Seq(p) is countable, we have 
I H(P(Seq(p)N I = c, and hence 1 O(Seq(p)) I = c. 
3. Elementary submodels 
To reduce the sizes of given spaces keeping the most of their topological 
properties, we utilize the notion of elementary submodels. For fundamental 
properties of elementary submodels and their applications to topology, consult 
[2,9,151. Let us denote by H, the set of all sets which are hereditarily of cardinality 
< 8. Take a sufficiently large cardinal 13 and let M be an elementary submodel of 
HB. In the rest of this paper M always denotes such an elementary submodel. Roughly 
speaking, M is an elementary submodel of the universe, and so we may assume 
that M is a model of ZFC. For a topological space (Y, 7) we consider its subspace 
(Y n M, T) which, precisely speaking, should be written as (Y n M, 
r l(Y 1’7Mj). Note that (Y nM, T) is in general different from (Y nM, 7 n&f). 
Lemma 3.1. Let (Y, r) be a topological space , and assume that (Y, 7) EM. 
(1) Zf W, ) h T is omogeneous, so is (Y n M, T). 
(2) Suppose (Y, 1 . I r ts ocally separable. Then, if (Y, T) is ED, so is (Y nM, 7). 
(3) Let M satisfy M” c M, that is, M is closed under countable sequences. Then , 
if (Y, 7) is countably compact, so is (Y n M, 7). 
Proof. (1) Let (Y, T) be homogeneous, and take arbitrary points x, y in Y nM. 
Then there exists a homeomorphism h E H(Y) such that h(x) = y. Since H(Y) E 
M, by the elementarity of M we can assume that h E H(Y) n M. Then the 
condition h EM implies h[Y n M] c Y n M, while the condition h-’ EM implies 
h-‘[YOM] cYnM. Hence we get h[YnM] = YnM. 
(2) Let (Y, T) be locally separable and ED, and take any y E Y n M. Then there 
exist a neighborhood U(y) E r of y and a countable dense subset D of U(y). As 
y, Q- EM, we can assume that both U(y) and D belong to M. Note D cM since D 
is countable. Hence U(y) nM is dense in U(y). Put U = U{U(y>: y E Y nM]. 
Then Y n M = U n M, and this set is dense in U. Since U is an open subset of the 
ED space Y, U is ED. Hence its dense subset Y nM is also ED. 
(3) Let M” CM, and (Y, 7) be countably compact. Take any countable discrete 
subset in (Y n M, 7). Since Y is countably compact, cl,A\A is nonempty. The 
condition M” CM implies A E M, hence cl,A \A E M. Therefore M tl (cl,A \A) 
is also nonempty by the elementarity of M. 0 
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Theorem 3.2. Let K be any infinite cardinal with KO = K, and choose an elementary 
submodel M such that: 
P, KEM, KCM, iVf”ci%f and IMI=K. 
Put S = Seq(p). Then K X S cM, and O(K X S) HIM is a countably compact, 
homogeneous, ED Tychonoff space of cardinality K. For the special case K = C, both 
O(c x S) f~ M and its clopen subspace O(S) n M are countably compact, homoge- 
neous, ED Tychonoff spaces of cardinality c. 
Proof. Let M be as above. Since K cM, and S is countable, it is obvious that 
K X S LM. Hence the cardinality of O(K X S) U M is equal to K. Since O(K X S) is 
a locally separable, countably compact, homogeneous, ED space, Lemma 3.1 
implies that O(K x S) nM is also such a space. 0 
Let us elaborate on the structure of O(K X S> nM as well as O(S) nM. In 
general, let Z G Y be topological spaces, and G be a subgroup of H(Y). We say 
that Z is homogeneous w.r.t. G if for any points zi and z2 of Z there exists h E G 
such that h(zl) = z2. (So, Z is homogeneous in Y iff Z is homogeneous w.r.t.H(YJ.1 
Suppose 2 is homogeneous w.r.t. G; then the orbit O(z; G) does not depend on 
the choice of z E Z, and so we write this orbit space as O(Z; G). 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose M is an elementary submodel such that Z, G E M. Then 
(1) Z is homogeneous W.Y. t. G iff Z n M is homogeneous w.r.t. G n M. 
(2) IfzEZnM, then O(Z; G)nM=O(z; GnM). 
Consequently, we have O(Z; G) n M = O(Z n M; G n M) whenever Z is homoge- 
neous w.r.t. G. 
Proof. (1) By the elementarity of M, the statement “(Vx, y E ZX3h E G)[h(x) = 
yl” is equivalent with “(Vx, y E Z n MX3h E G n M)[h(x) = yl”. 
(2) Let z E Z n M. Then, by the elementarity of M, 
x~O(z; G) nM iff x=M and (3hEG)[h(z) =.x] 
iff x~Mand (Elh~GnM)[h(z) =x] 
iff (3hEGnM)[h(z) =.x1 
iff x=O(z;GnM). 0 
Since O(Z) = O(Z; H(PZ)) by definition, we get the following as an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 3.3. 
Corollary 3.4. Let K, S and M be as in Theorem 3.2. Then O(K X S) n M = O(K X S; 
F@(K x S)) n Ml and O(S) n M = 00; H(pS) n M). 
Remark 3.5. Let G, be the Louveau’s countable, homogeneous, ED space (which 
is denoted G in [8]). Then the space in 2.1 of [Sl is O(GJ, while the space in 3.2 of 
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[8] is essentially the same as O(G,) I? M = OCG,; HQ3GJ n M) for an elementary 
submodel M such that p E M, M” GM and I M I = C. 
4. Noncountably compact product 
Now we remove the convention that the ultrafilter p is fixed. Choose two 
ultrafilters p and 4 from o*. For simplicity put S, = Seq(p) and S, = Seq(q). 
Recall that p and 4 are said to be of the same type if there exists a permutation f 
of w such that Pf( p) = q. The following theorem with Corollary 2.11 answers the 
question (2) of the Introduction in the affirmative. 
Theorem 4.1. Let p and q be weak P-points in o* of different types. Then 
O(S,,) X O(S,) is not countably compact. 
To prove this theorem, we need two lemmas; the first of which is folklore, so we 
omit the proof. 
Lemma 4.2. Let X and Y be countably compact Tychonoff spaces. Then XX Y is 
countably compact iff every A E_@(X) and B C&Y) both have a u-limit for some 
UEW*. 
Recall the Rudin-Frolik order c in pw, that is, u L v if v is a u-limit of some 
countable discrete subset of PO. In our terminology, u r v iff u E Ac(u, PO). For 
basic properties of the Rudin-Frolik order see [6]. 
Lemma 4.3. Let p be a weak P-point of w *, and suppose that some countable 
discrete subset of O(S,) has a u-limit in O(S,). Then p E u. 
Proof. Let x E O(S,) be the u-limit of A ~9(0(S,,)). Since O(S,) is homoge- 
neous, the fact that any point of S, is a p-limit of some countable discrete subset 
of S, implies that x is also a p-limit of some B E~(O(S~)). Hence x is both a 
p-limit and a u-limit of discrete countable subsets of the ED space O(S,). 
Therefore, by Corollary 24 of [l], it follows that p c u. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let p and q be weak P-points in o* of different types, and 
choose any A @3(O(S,)) and B E%O(S~)). Suppose that O(S,) X O(S,) is 
countably compact. Then, by Lemma 4.2 there exists u E w* such that A has a 
u-limit in O(S,) and B has a u-limit in O(S,). Hence, by Lemma 4.3 we have 
p L u and q c u. But this does not happen because p and q are of different types 
and minimal w.r.t. c . q 
We have not been able to decide whether or not the product space O(S,) X 
O(S,) is pseudo-compact. So the following question in [8] remains open: Are there 
(in ZFC) homogeneous, ED, countably compact, Tychonoff spaces Y, Z such that 
Y X Z is not pseudo-compact? For related questions see [3,7,14]. 
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5. Remarks 
The method in Section 1 of refining topology to get ED topologies can be 
applied to much wider class of spaces than (PD. Let us consider the following 
topological property: 
(PO) “Every countable, discrete subset is C *-embedded.” 
Obviously (Pl) implies (PO), and the property (PO) is hereditary. Hence the class 
(PO) contains all F-spaces (consequently, all ED Tychonoff spaces) and all of their 
subspaces. 
Let (Y, a> be a Tychonoff space with (PO). Define the new topology o-~ as 
before: A subset U of Y belongs to up if for every y E U and every A ENY, a> 
the condition y l A[p] implies y E (A f~ U)[pl. Here the condition y =A[p] just 
means that y is a p-limit of (some enumeration of) A in the topological space 
(Y, v). Then as before we can show that the new space (Y, a-) is ED, though it 
need not be countably compact because (Y, a) itself is generally not countably 
compact. Suppose (Y, T) is a subspace of (Z, r), and (Z, 7) has (PO). Then we can 
consider ap and TV. Hence we have two new topologies on Y, namely, up and the 
restriction TV 1 Y of rp. Obviously ap is finer than rp 1 Y, but we note that they need 
not coincide. (We don’t know if rp I Y is always ED.) For example, let (Z, T) be 
the space Seq(p), and let A ENZ, T) has a p-limit y E Z. Let (Y, a) be the 
subspace Z\A of (Z, 7). Then the point y is isolated w.r.t. a-, but it is not 
isolated w.r.t. T,, ( Y. Hence up is properly finer than TV 1 Y. Finally we note the 
following clear relation between (PO) and (Pl). 
Proposition 5.1. A Tychonoff space Y has (PO) iff it is a (C *-embedded) subspace of 
some Tychonoff space X with (Pl). 
Proof. The “if’ part is clear because (PO) is hereditary. To show the “only if” part, 
let Y be a Tychonoff space with (PO). Define 
X= U{clp,A: A Ed} gy. 
It suffices to show that this X has (PD. Let B = Ix,: n E w} be an arbitrary 
countable discrete subset in X. We need to show that B is included in a copy of 
pw in X. Choose disjoint open sets {U,: y1 E w} in /3Y such that x, E U,, for each 
n. Let B \ Y = (x,: n E S) where S s w. By the definition of X, for each n E S we 
can choose A, ENY) such that x, E clOyA, and A,, 2 U,. Let C be the union of 
B f~ Y and all the A, (n E S). Then C f&3(Y) and B ccl,,C cX. As Y has (PO), 
cls,C is a copy of pw. 0 
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